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You Are My Sunshine

You are my sunshine

 my only sunshine

You make me happy 

when skies are grey

You'll never know dear 

how much I love you

Please don't take 

my sunshine away

The other night dear, as I lay sleeping

I dreamed I held you in my arms

When I awoke dear, I was mistaken

So I hung my head and I cried

I'll always love you and make you happy

If you will only say the same

But if you leave me for another

You'll regret it all some day

You are my sunshine

 my only sunshine

You make me happy 

when skies are grey

You'll never know dear 

how much I love you

So please don't take 

my sunshine away

So please don't take 

my sunshine away

So please don't take 

my sunshine away

Walkin’ on the Sunshine

I used to think maybe you loved me 

now baby I'm sure

And I just can't wait till the day

 when you knock on my door

Now every time I go for the mailbox, 

gotta hold myself down

'Cause I just can't wait 'til you write 

me you're coming around

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

And don't it feel good 

 

point to audience/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

point to audience/flat hands swipes up chest

palm down at left arcs to palm up at rt/5 hands facing chest, alternate fingers through each other

draw question mark with flat hand/tap forehead with fingers

ILY hand

fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward/flat hand pull to claw hand

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

Solo 1:

Solo 2:

Solo 3:

Solo 4:

point to audience/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

point to audience/flat hands swipes up chest

palm down at left arcs to palm up at rt/5 hands facing chest, alternate fingers through each other

draw question mark with flat hand/tap forehead with fingers

ILY hand

fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward/flat hand pull to claw hand

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward/flat hand pull to claw hand

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward/flat hand pull to claw hand

flat hand on chest/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear

tap temple/fists cross at wrists on chest

index at chin, point to audience

5 hands palm up, wiggle fingers/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

knock on "door"/flat hands upright, side by side, open one door

point to watch/palm down M brushed down elbow

fist circles at should/point down

5 hands palm up, wiggle fingers/write on left palm

flat hand toward self

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand/cup hand at mouth
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I used to think maybe you loved me, 

now I know it's true

And I don't want to spend my whole life, 

just waiting for you

I don't want you back

 for the weekend

Not back for a day

I said baby I just want you back

And I want you to stay 

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

I'm walking on sunshine (Whoa!)

And don't it feel good!

And don't it feel good!

And don't it feel good!

And don't it feel good!

And don't it feel good!

Solo 5:

Solo 6:

Solo 7:

Solo 8:

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

fingers walk on palm/O hand facing out, opens to 5 hand at ear/swing a lasso at shoulder

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand

R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand


